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El Kantaoui golf course with Concorde Green Park Hotel in distance

A great

golfing adventure
I think someone from the Tunisian
Tourist Board knows me quite well.

The Residence course
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An out of the blue invitation to participate in
their inaugural journalist golf tourna-ment
appealed to both the golfer and the adventurer
and within 10 days of the invi-tation I had
arrived at El Kantaoui (el - can- too-ee), and
checked into my room at the 5* Concorde
Green Park Hotel.
Next morning with sun shining and a view
across it’s fine sandy beaches, this fabulous
hotel is in the Port of El Kantaoui, Sousse, next
to the famous El Kantaoui golf course - host of
the Tunisian Seniors Open and oldest course
in Tunisia, I was one of two representing Great
Britain in this Media Golf Tournament and as I
hadn’t played well for a long time, I had to dust
off my summer golf shoes and get on with it.
El Kantaoui is a 36 hole golf complex
housing the Panorama and Sea Courses. The
tournament was played on the Panorama (but
we did sneak a further 9 holes on the Sea Course
after lunch for good measure! )
Things were hotting up - people were actually
practicing before play, on the extensive outdoor
range, on the short game area and on the
putting surface - I began to wonder and panic
at the same time what standard of golfers these
people were. Maybe I’d been put into the wrong
group! Chastising myself for getting ‘het up’ a
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welcome thought popped into my head- any
golfer of any standard can play another of any
standard and still win or loose. Despite knowing
this, a little gurgle in the pit of my stomach
developed as I stood on that first tee, a similar
kind of feeling when one holds a card with that
dreaded word ‘Medal’ on it!
The Panorama Course meandered around 130
hectare and two challenging yet different golf
courses offer links style golf with open fairways
and good greens. The course climbed upwards
for the majority of the holes to be played before
dropping back down for the closing holes;
a good all round challenge. Elevated tees in
places with wide welcoming fairways add to the
delight of this course.
The Sea Course differed to the Panorama in
so far as and as the name suggests it is by the
sea for holes 12 to 15 which we played giving
the best view of the course, with these holes
wrapping around the hotel. Other than that it
was quite difficult to say which one was better
- both were in good condition and played really
well – you’ll just have to make time to play both!

Three different golf courses, over
four days, a great choice of varying
hotels to choose from, and history
to get you thinking, Tunisia should
be in your bucket list for your next
golf trip
An early start to day two at Golf Citrus. An
established golf course just a few minutes away
from the gulf of Hammamet, trees abundant on
this beautifully laid out golf course. We played
La Foret Course a reasonably hilly course lined
with pine trees, one of two 18 hole choices on
site, the other being Les Oliviers.
Well kept, yet in places narrow fairways and
gently undulating greens are a treat for the
visiting golfer. Being told the wind could be
in play to ruin a good shot I was looking for a
strong wind to blame that day! A delightfully
different layout and play to El Kantaoiu thereby
offering a great combination together for the
ultimate golf break in this part of Tunisia,
especially if taking in the sights of Tunisia are
on your agenda when visiting this beautiful
country. It is always difficult to comment too
much on condition of the golf course, as it may
change the following week, but the course
layout is a varied one with well placed hazards
and playable fairways to good sized putting
greens.

Day three gave us a rest day from golf which
allowed us to visit Carthage (cart-age) and Sidi
Bou Said (sid -e - boo -say). Carthage with its
wonderful rich colour-ful history dating back to
ancient Carthaginian times and the centre of
Tunisia at the time.
The final couple of nights we stayed at the
Movenpick Hotel in Gammarth and the last day
dawned for the golf tournament. Even though
I was nowhere near the prizes, but still enjoyed
the game on the final day playing The Residence
- a Robert Trent Jones junior design tackling the
natural landscape of the water inlets as only a
good course designer can achieve, and one he is
known for internationally. Working in harmony
with the local flora with Gazania in their
masses lining the fairways, which in turn plot
themselves between the sea and the salt water
lake make for a strategic yet pretty (viewing I
might add!) game of golf in this natural nature
reserve. A links style course with its sand base
and grass being cut short, with open fairways
and enticing large greens a course that once
again compliment Citrus and El Kantaoui
varying styles.
Three different golf courses, over four days, a
great choice of varying hotels to choose from,
and history to get you thinking, Tunisia should
be on your bucket list for your next golf trip
and at no stage did I feel threatened, unsafe or
uncomfortable during my visit to Tunisia.
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As the Tunisian national anthem urges us

Inflict defeat on foes,
Offer peace to friends.
And in true Tunisian form, this is exactly what
these wonderful people do.
Sarah was a guest of the Tunisia Tourist board and all the views
expressed are her own.
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